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Building Web Applications with .NET Core 2.1 and JavaScript: Leveraging Modern JavaScript FrameworksApress, 2019

	
		Roll up your sleeves and jump into building web applications using .NET Core 2.1 and the most popular JavaScript frameworks.

	
		You will start by building a data access layer using Entity Framework Core, a RESTful service using ASP.NET Core, and then you will build a web application following the MVC pattern, also using...
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The Definitive Guide to Grails 2Apress, 2013

	Grails is a full stack framework which aims to greatly simplify the task of building serious web applications for the JVM. The concepts within Grails, like interceptors, tag libs, and Groovy Server Pages (GSP), make those in the Java community feel right at home.


	Grails’ foundation is on solid open source technologies such as...
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Windows Presentation Foundation 4.5 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Windows Presentation Foundation has been in release since late 2006,

	as a part of the then .NET 3.0 Framework, also preinstalled on Windows Vista at the time.

	It promised to change the way rich client applications are written, and eventually replace

	the old, Win32-based Windows Forms.





	WPF gained traction slowly...
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SproutCore Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Creating fast, powerful, and feature-rich web applications using the SproutCore HTML5 framework


	Overview

	
		Write next-gen HTML5 apps using the SproutCore framework and tools
	
		Get started right away by creating a powerful application in the very first chapter
	
		Build your...
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Microsoft  Silverlight GraphicsCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Silverlight represents an entirely new level of rich Web interface technology for Microsoft developers. With the new power of this development environment comes new challenges for graphic artists and programmers to use this technology to its fullest. "Microsoft Silverlight Graphics" will help you quickly become productive in Silverlight,...
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Professional Visual Studio 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	A must-have guide that covers all the new features of Visual Studio 2010


	Visual Studio allows you to create and manage programming projects for the Windows platform, and the new 2010 version has undergone a major overhaul comprised of significant changes. Written by an author team of veteran programmers and developers,...
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Programming Jakarta StrutsO'Reilly, 2002
As popular as the Struts Framework for building web applications with Servlets and JSPs is becoming, the online documentation is inadequate, focusing on the most basic functionality and leaving out information crucial to developers writing today's complex web applications. O'Reilly's Programming Jakarta Struts was written by Chuck Cavaness...
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ASP.NET MVC with Entity Framework and CSSApress, 2016

	
		Get up and running quickly with Microsoft ASP.NET MVC and Entity Framework as you build and deploy complex websites. By using a fully working example retail website you will learn solutions to real-world issues that developers frequently encounter.

	
		Whether you are a novice developer or an experienced .NET developer...
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Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VBWrox Press, 2013

	The all-new approach for experienced ASP.NET professionals!


	ASP.NET is Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web pages from database content. Originally introduced in 2002, ASP.NET has undergone many changes in multiple versions and iterations as developers have gained a decade of experience with this...
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Smarty PHP Template Programming And ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2006
A step-by-step guide to building PHP web sites and applications using the Smarty templating engine
 - Bring the benefits of Smarty to your PHP programming
 -Give your designers the power to modify content and layout without PHP programming
 -Produce code that is easier to debug, maintain, and modify
 -Useful for both Smarty...
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Zend Framework Web ServicesMarco Tabini, 2011


	Zend Framework is a PHP framework consisting of a growing collection of components.

	These components can be combined into a feature-complete MVC stack.

	Alternatively, many of them may be used separately or in conjunction with other

	frameworks and libraries.





	
		Launched in 2006 by ZendTechnol ogi es, Inc -...
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Liferay in Action: The Official Guide to Liferay Portal DevelopmentManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Liferay in Action is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to building portals on the Liferay 6 platform. Fully supported and authorized by Liferay, this book guides you smoothly from your first exposure to Liferay through the crucial day-to-day tasks of building and maintaining an enterprise...
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